Principles And Methods Of Sterilization In Health Sciences: Second Edition
Synopsis

By John J. Perkins. This well-known publication has been thoroughly revised and brought up to date in the Second Edition. Chapters have undergone extensive revision and new knowledge relating to automation, mechanical equipment, methods, techniques and procedures have been added. Presented are instructions for operating sterilizers, proper methods of packaging supplies, types of terminal sterilization for decontamination of articles, use of culture tests and sterilizer controls, and problems of standardization of sterilizing techniques. Throughout, emphasis has been placed upon effective methods for decontamination and terminal treatment of medical and surgical supplies.

--This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Customer Reviews

If there is one book that should be in your Lab or Central Supply - this is it. Anything you need to know about the process can be found in this book. Get a copy and refer to it often.

This is a staple on every medical library shelf, and absolutely necessary for med students, nurses and practitioners in surgical units. Well worth the price.
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